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About This Game

Jesus Christ RPG deals with the period between the baptism and the transfiguration of Jesus Christ. Like many other Role
Playing Games, this one features turn based battles. You also must undertake tasks as Jesus Christ, Mary Magdalene, Simon

Peter and Judas Iscariot.

This game is for anyone who enjoys playing role playing video games or history or religion or any of the previous options.

Playable Characters in Jesus Christ RPG:

Jesus Christ - regarded as the Messiah by many, he's on a mission to save the world from itself. Curing the sick people and
exorcizing demons, he's also in conflict wit the local authorities who see him as trouble-maker who's on a quest to become king.

Mary Magdalene - a woman who was possessed by demons and later joins the party. She anoints Jesus and give him strength to
fight even more battles against the forces of evil.

Simon Peter - "The Rock". He's a strong man who's Jesus' greatest ally. Nonetheless, he will also have his trials to overcome as
his faith is tested against his self-preservation instinct.

Judas Iscariot - A misguided man who thinks too much of material things and loses sight of the big picture. His obsession with
status and money-making prove to be his own downfall.

Characters playable in BJC RPG
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Virgin Mary - Chosen by God to deliver the Messiah to the world, she must fight against an army which is out to kill her newly
born child.

Joseph - A foster father to Jesus and a carpenter by trade, he will go out of his way to protect his son.

Baby Jesus - Still a toddler, he will help the party the best he can. His skills may be limited for now, but he will grow into a
remarkable person one day.

Gaspar, Melchior & Balthazar - The three wise kings face a perilous journey to the west, where they hope to find the baby
Messiah. Fighting against spirits, robbers and foreign gods, will they ever reach Judea?

Characters playable in RJC RPG

Jesus Christ - regarded as the Messiah by many, he's on a mission to save the world from itself. Curing the sick people and
exorcizing demons, he's also in conflict with the local authorities who see him as trouble-maker who's on a quest to become

king.
Mary Magdalene - a woman who was possessed by demons and later joins the party. She anoints Jesus and give him strength to

fight even more battles against the forces of evil.

Simon Peter - "The Rock". He's a strong man who's Jesus' greatest ally. Nonetheless, he will also have his trials to overcome as
his faith is tested against his self-preservation instinct.

Judas Iscariot - A misguided man who thinks too much of material things and loses sight of the big picture. His obsession with
status and money-making prove to be his own downfall.

Malchus - A soldier tasked with accompanying Judas on his mission to apprehend Jesus Christ.
Longinus - A centurion who takes prisoners condemned to death by crucifixion to Golgotha, where they meet their demise.

Gesmas - The unrepentant thief. He mocks Jesus at the cross while sharing the same fate. A tough man who does not have
compassion in his heart for anyone.

Dismas - The repentant thief. Dismas realizes his predicament is bad yet caused by his actions. He argues with Gesmas and ends
up reaching Heaven.

Angel Gabriel - The messenger. Here, he helps Jesus on the Lord's last mission before resurrection.
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I really don't understand why people cry and whine about the game not looking the best... IT'S 10+ YEARS OLD, GET OVER
IT!
Anyway, I personally love this game!
The only con from me is that you don't get enough time to get to each station. Wish we got more time!. awsome i dont know
why poeple are dissing the track it is a awsome track to ride. +Great game for ADD Kids
+Learn Math while Playing
+Fun little shooter
+Multiplayer

-Controls aren't the greatest
-A little expensive for little content
-Little buggy

2.5\/5

I would put informational\/Neutral rating if I could. Would have loved to grow up learning math like this. Great Edutainment
game that makes you think. Although Doesn't have anyone playing it - Multiplayer games need multiple people playing them. If
it had more people playing this would be a definite buy.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. Even if it's an original match-3, possibilities are too limited, so i get bored after 1 hour.. ABSOLUTELY
FANTASTIC! THIS game is totally the reason why I bought VR!

The atmosphere both visually and audibly totally immerses you in Victorian London it is stunning and this game is a massive
bang for your buck with loads of different locations and all sorts of different tasks and gameplay types to complete.

I won't spoil the story but it is beautiful, funny, silly, scary but actually ingenious and I think steampunk fans will totally love it.

Strangley, whilst I really enjoyed the Story mode in here, the seek and destroy arcade style wave shooter mode version of the
game is extremley addictive, at time of writing I haven't tried them all but will be back in there for another high score attempt
soon.

Voice Commands are AMAZING! Springhorn guy is HILARIOUS Weapons are challenging but totally worth the learning
curve, favourite for me is the Magnets.

Nice to see a game go from demo and ealry access and not only be completed but tick all the boxes of what VR should be, this is
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a must have for any VR library IMHO.
. If this game is not being purchased for it's nostalgia, do not buy it. It doesn't hold up and is incredibly cumbersome to play by
today's standards. Honestly I don't know how this game could have done well back then either.. So I really like this game. It's a
ton of fun with 4 people all hanging out on a couch.
Unfortunately there's virtually no one online and the hoard mode feel kind of janky. The standard mode also lacks bots to play
with and I don't know if there's a stage select
I'm disappointed there's no one to play with, but I won't refund it because I know this game is a blast with local play. One of the
best management sim games on the market.
I spent a lot of time on the mobile version of this game and I'm very happy that is has been released on PC.. I got the game when
it was on an 80% sale for $2. At that price, it's worth it. Anymore... I dunno.

I didn't experience any glitches in the game, so I dunno what others are talking about.

However, the game still really isn't that great. The concept seems awesome, but it's a big letdown. The game is very simple and
repetitive. You buy spies, assassins, and political advisors over and over to influence smaller countries before bigger countries to
get the domino effect, and focus on countries that are rich in income and natural resources. The tech, resource, and military
advisors are situation specific. Space race? Forget it. Nuke research? Forget it. Just zero them out and pour all your research
into spy tech. Lose a spy from an assassination or revolution gone wrong? Buy two more to replace it. Heck, buy four more so
you can train them in advance. Also, buy finance, tech, and resource advisors to boost your economy where it counts too.

What really stinks is the in game spreadsheet of all your spies doesn't hone in where agents are located if you click on their row.
In other words, you have to remember where your hundreds of agents are on the board. If any go passive from completing a
mission, but you forget about them, you'll be stuck paying upkeep for nothing for the rest of the game.

The game does give you a master plan button that automatically executes missions if they're successful within a certain
probability, but still, you're just doing the same thing over and over again. The hardest part of the game is upkeep since agents
cost $15k per turn in the field. You'll buy a bunch of agents since you have so much to do, but then you won't be able to afford
more towards the game's end where you're mopping countries up. I guess the capitalist campaign was easier since you didn't
have to do as much of this though, and you already start with the Middle East which gives you a boatload of resources. As the
commies, I just influenced Iran, Iraq, Saudis, then Argentina and Brazil at the same time that I mopped up the Middle East.
Then I took Japan, Pakistan, Thailand, Norway, Finland, France, Mexico, Italy, Britain, South Africa, Indonesia, Australia, and
Canada. The computer took Poland, Czechoslavkia, Hungary, Vietnam, Angola, Republic of Congo, Rwanda, and Laos from
me, but who cares? I even got spontaneous revolts in Greece, Turkey, Algeria, Peru, Bolivia, Burma, Malaysia, Mozambique,
and Chile.

I dunno... I beat the game by 1970 both as capitalists and communists. It just wasn't that much of a challenge even if it's harder
to take Belgium than Britain. South Korea and West Germany are a pain in the butt to influence also. China's a pain in the butt
to take as Capitalists, but you just have to surround it with capitalist countries and let the domino effect work out. The
communists don't start with many lands, so it's all about picking them off one by one until the Soviet Union and China are all
that's left standing. When the computer spies on your homeland too, all you have to do is assassinate its agents one by one every
game month. That kills its treasury very fast since it has to train skilled spies over and over. Without spies, Canada stops flip
flopping too since assassins can kill the Pope and Kissinger so Che can get down to business.

The computer tried to kill me with Chernobyl in 1967, but did that work? Nope. This would be GREAT as a multiplayer game,
but there's no option.
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nice small plane to do some VFR flights, fun to fly with :D. If you're thinking about grabbing it, download the free trial from
their website, that should convince you enough to purchase this IDE.
Hands down best IDE I've used.. ENG:
Problems with the game:
1. There are no players.
2. The tutorial does not show how to play.
P.S. Board game is interesting. Excellent graphics.

RUS:
\u041f\u0440\u043e\u0431\u043b\u0435\u043c\u044b \u0441 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0439:
1. \u041d\u0435\u0442 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u043a\u043e\u0432.
2. \u0412 \u0443\u0447\u0435\u0431\u043d\u0438\u043a\u0435 \u043d\u0435
\u043f\u043e\u043a\u0430\u0437\u0430\u043d\u043e, \u043a\u0430\u043a \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c.
P.S. \u041d\u0430\u0441\u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u043d\u0430\u044f. \u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0444\u0438\u043a\u0430.. The game is in early access
Buy Rimworld if you are looking for a fun community survival game. This game has a lot of game breaking bugs that will just
ruin your play-through and experiences to be of any use other than to just test.
People get stuck on top of walls when creating rooms, and by the time you are told, they are already dying of thirst or hunger,
and even capping carpenter out and putting in some ladders does no guarantee you don't have to load your last autosave from 30
minutes prior.
The lack of control and feedback when selecting characters is also very clunky. Feels very DOS, left clicking just deselects, and
right clicking supposedly tells them to move, but again with no feedback, it just feels terrible to deal with.

The research, furniture, appliances, equipment and just about everything else feels VERY alpha, with about 5% of the expected
items in a $25 game.

The squad and battle mechanic feels very clunky, and with just small floating numbers signaling the damage done by all parties
involved. The game has room for and should really have a more engaging combat system to hold the player's attention more than
just being a bother as it is now.. For the twenty minutes I've played, I enjoyed it a lot. Super snappy, cool jams, very clean UI &
sharp aesthetic. The controller support was surprising (I was wondering why it was vibrating when I failed each time), though I
preferred arrow keys. When I fail it's the same feeling of "I shouldn't have missed that" that I get from Thumper. Nice
timekiller. Maybe a good trainer for Undertale's Undyne fight, maybe not. Though I was looking for a more "hit ON the
beat"/DDR-esque type rhythm game, this was a fun and pleasant little game to try out. Also a lot less stressful than Super
Hexagon, at least five bonus points there. I am very bad at Super Hexagon.. Pros: Great Graphics, engaging story line, superb
soundtrack, enjoyable quests (to a point - see Cons).

Cons: Spotty movement, frequent game crashes (dialogue window asking to report to developers) - no wonder it Auto Saves
after each area since after it saves it usually crashes upon loading the next area, and most the most annoying con - the repetitious
task quests, particularly - the Sewers.

It's not a matter of being difficult, but very mundane after back-tracking the same path for the Nth time looking for triggers to
open doors then having to go back to Side A, then Side B, then back to Side A, then back to Side B, then back to Side A, then
back to Side B, then back to Side A, then back to Side B, then back to Side A, then back to Side B... lack of ingenuity resulting
into a monotonous task much similar to classic ping pong. If I wanted to play ping pong, I'll fire up the classic Atari Ping Pong,
but after a while, it's the same thing over-and-over again....

Closing: Unfortunately, I decided not to waste anymore time with this game. Stopping at Sewers quest. Onto the next game.
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